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We report the results of flow experiments in which two chambers containing solid 4 He are connected by
a superfluid Vycor channel. At low temperatures and pressures, mechanically squeezing the solid in one
chamber produced a pressure increase in the second chamber, a measure of mass transport through our
solid-superfluid-solid junction. This pressure response is very similar to the flow seen in recent experiments
at the University of Massachusetts: it began around 600 mK, increased as the temperature was reduced,
then decreased dramatically at a temperature, T d , which depended on the 3 He impurity concentration.
Our experiments indicate that the flow is limited by mass transfer across the solid-liquid interface near the
Vycor ends, where the 3 He collects at low temperature, rather than by flow paths within the solid 4 He.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.165301

PACS numbers: 67.80.bd, 62.20.-x, 67.80.bf

The quantum nature of solid 4 He gives it unique
properties, the most dramatic possibility being supersolidity [1–3]. In 2004, torsional oscillator experiments
[4,5] appeared to show the expected mass decoupling at
low temperatures, but it is now clear [6–8] that the torsional
oscillator anomalies originated in elastic changes [9,10]
associated with dislocations. In solid 4 He, dislocations are
extremely mobile and can reduce the solid’s shear modulus
by as much as 90%—an effect referred to as “giant
plasticity” [10]. It has been proposed that some dislocations
in 4 He have superfluid cores [11,12] which would allow
new phenomena like “giant isochoric compressibility” [12],
“superclimb” [13], and superflow in the dislocation network [11,14]. However, the most important open question
involves mass flow. Early attempts to observe flow in solid
4
He were not successful. The first of these involved
chambers connected by 200 μm diameter capillaries, with
the entire system filled by solid 4 He at pressures in the
range from 27 to 50 bar [15]. More recent experiments used
a similar technique with chambers connected by an array of
25 μm glass capillaries [16]. Solid helium in one chamber
(at around 36 bar) was compressed using a piezoelectrically
driven diaphragm, and the pressure in the second chamber
was measured to detect flow. Neither experiment showed
flow at low temperatures. In the second experiment [16],
thermally activated vacancy diffusion flow was observed
near melting but decreased rapidly with temperature and
was undetectable below 500 mK.
Recent experiments at the University of Massachusetts
(UM) [17,18] have shown unexpected flow at low
temperatures and generated considerable interest [19,20].
0031-9007=15=114(16)=165301(5)

Chemical potential differences were applied across 4 He
crystals, either by transmitting external pressure differences
through Vycor “superfluid leads” [17] or by thermally
generated fountain pressure gradients along the superfluid
leads [18]. These experiments showed mass flow below
600 mK but only at pressures below about 28 bar. The
magnitude of the flow rate was sample dependent but
always increased as the temperature decreased then
dropped suddenly at a temperature T d ≈ 75 mK (for
samples with 3 He concentration x3 ¼ 170 ppb). This drop
was associated with impurities [18]—increasing x3 raised
T d and completely suppressed the mass flow below T d. The
flow above T d was interpreted in terms of mass transport
along dislocations whose cores might form a Luttinger
liquid and the effect of impurities was attributed to 3 He
binding to dislocations at low temperature and blocking
flow paths.
Here, we report a new experiment also involving mass
flow at low temperatures. The flow was generated in a cell,
shown in Fig. 1, with a geometry that is essentially the
inverse of the UM experiment. Instead of using two Vycor
superfluid leads to apply a pressure difference across solid
4
He, we have two solid 4 He chambers connected by a
superfluid-Vycor channel. One of the chambers (the
“squeezing chamber”) has a flexible diaphragm which
allows us to piezoelectrically compress the solid in it. The
other “detecting chamber” contains a capacitive pressure
gauge to detect flow of helium through the Vycor. Since
pressure changes are mechanically transmitted through
the solid helium to the Vycor ends, mass transport does
not require flow through solid helium—pressure-driven
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FIG. 1 (color online). The experimental cell. The bottom
(“detecting chamber” side) was mounted on an experimental
stage. A thin capillary (not shown) was connected to the detecting
chamber.

transport across the solid-liquid interfaces is sufficient. This
is closely related to UM “syringe” experiments [17], and
intriguingly, our mass transfer has the same dependence on
temperature, pressure, and 3 He concentration as the flow in
the UM experiments [17,18].
Samples were prepared with the blocked-capillary
method, as described in the Supplemental Material [21].
To look for flow, a dc voltage was applied to a piezoelectric
actuator rigidly mounted against a 9.8 mm diameter
“compression button” at the center of the diaphragm.
This produced a uniform uniaxial compression of the solid
helium over the surface of the 3.7 mm diameter Vycor rod.
Beyond the edge of the button, the displacement was
smaller and inhomogeneous. To calibrate the displacement,
we used a liquid (25.2 bar) and a solid sample (26.9 bar).
For the liquid, a low temperature compression of 150 V
generated a 32 mbar pressure increase within a few seconds
[21]. This cannot be used for calibration (since liquid leaves
the cell during compression), but the rapid response
guarantees that the Vycor is not a flow bottleneck when
the 4 He is superfluid. For the solid sample, at high
temperature (1.45 K) [21] where thermally activated
vacancy diffusion ensures pressure equilibrium throughout
the cell [16,22], the same 150 V squeeze generated a
100 mbar increase. This implies a 0.04% reduction of the
cell volume, which corresponds to a displacement at the
center of the diaphragm Δds ≈ 0.5 μm [21].
The thermally activated pressure response became
slower and smaller as the temperature decreased, essentially disappearing by 700 mK. However, flow reappeared
below about 600 mK with very different properties.
Figure 2 shows the pressure changes in the detecting
chamber for a typical 28.1 bar crystal grown from commercial ultrahigh purity (UHP) gas (which we analyzed to
have x3 ¼ 120 ppb 5%). After waiting for 10 minutes at
each temperature, a 150 V squeeze was applied for 40
minutes and then removed. The total pressure change ΔP at
each temperature is shown in Fig. 2(d). It was largest
around 100 mK, gradually decreased at higher temperatures, and dropped rapidly below 80 mK, to less than half

FIG. 2 (color online). (a),(b),(c) Pressure response for a
120 ppb sample at 65, 90, 350 mK, respectively. The red line
in panel (a) indicates the voltage applied on the PZT (lead
zirconium titanate) actuator. (d) Pressure response as a function of
temperature.

the maximum value by 60 mK. This temperature dependence is strikingly similar to the flow rate measured in UM
experiments. The pressure dependence is also similar; we
consistently saw flow at pressures between 25 and 28 bar,
but never above 28.2 bar.
The magnitude of the pressure change was sample
dependent. The maximum value of ΔP varied from about
2 to 11 mbar in freshly grown samples, with no obvious
dependence on pressure. It was reproducible if the sample
was kept below 500 mK but often changed if thermally
cycled beyond 600 mK. Note that ΔP is the pressure
change during each 40 minute squeeze, rather than a flow
rate ∂P=∂t. We could determine flow rates from the slopes
of pressure vs time curves but the shapes of the pressure
response curves are temperature dependent, so selecting
which slope to plot is somewhat arbitrary and produces
large scatter. However, the general behavior is similar to
that of ΔP as shown in Fig. 2(d) and to the UM flow
results, although the average flow rates were much smaller
in our experiments—about 2 × 10−11 g=s, compared to
5 × 10−8 g=s in the UM measurements [18].
We also studied samples grown from gas with 3 He
concentrations x3 ¼ 20 ppm, 200 ppm, and 1 ppb. The 20
and 200 ppm samples were prepared by adding 3 He gas to
the empty cell at 30 mK, then filling and pressurizing with
UHP 4 He. The isotopically pure sample was prepared from
gas with x3 ¼ 1 ppb. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for
crystals of the four isotopic purities, grown at similar
pressures (27.7, 28.1, 26.9, and 26.6 bar for the 1 ppb,
120 ppb, 20 ppm, and 200 ppm samples, respectively). The
general features are the same for all concentrations: flow
begins around 600 mK, increases gradually as the temperature decreases, and suddenly drops and reaches a minimum at a temperature T d (in the UM experiments, T d was
chosen where the flow started to drop). Adding 3 He raises
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FIG. 3 (color online). Temperature dependence of normalized
ΔP for samples with x3 ¼ 1 ppb, 120 ppb, 20 ppm, and 200 ppm.
The data are normalized by ΔP at 0.3 K. The data for the 1 ppb
sample, which was less stable, are multiplied by another factor of
1.3 in order to compare with the other samples. Inset: ΔP vs T for
the same four samples.

T d (to 110 mK for the 20 ppm and 140 mK for the 200 ppm
sample) and the flow is suppressed more dramatically
below T d, completely disappearing for the 200 ppm 3 He
sample. These features are essentially the same as for the
flow rate in the UM experiments [18], but our measurements extend to lower temperatures and to much lower 3 He
concentrations. The 1 ppb sample had the lowest T d
(around 30 mK) and the smallest reduction in flow below
T d (only about 25%).
The maximum pressure response below 600 mK is less
than 11 mbar, much smaller than the pressure change at
high temperature (100 mbar at T ¼ 1.45 K), indicating that
flow does not equilibrate the pressure in the entire squeezing chamber. At low temperatures, solid helium can sustain
pressure gradients if the shear stresses are smaller than the
critical stress for plastic flow, σ c ∼ 40 mbar [22]. This is the
case for the compressions in our measurements [21], so
only helium near the Vycor end is involved in the low
temperature mass transfer; the solid further away can
remain at the pressure generated by the initial compression.
The fact that only part of the solid in the squeezing chamber
contributes to the low temperature pressure response
indicates that mass transport across the liquid-solid interface is due to the pressure directly transmitted to the Vycor
surface by mechanical compression of the solid. This
suggests that the bottleneck for the flow below T d is at
the Vycor surface, not along dislocations.
Since T d depends on x3 , we must consider the distribution of 3 He in our experiment. There are several regions
in the cell with different impurity energies and low temperature 3 He concentrations. A 3 He atom dissolved in liquid
4
He at 25 bar has an energy 1.36 K lower than its energy in
a perfect hcp 4 He crystal [28,29], so 3 He impurities will
move from the solid to the liquid as the temperature is
lowered. At 20 mK, even 0.1% liquid can remove essentially all 3 He from the solid (x3S < 10−20 for an average x3
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of 300 ppb [29]). In our cell, where about 17% of the
helium is liquid in the Vycor pores, this effect is even more
important. 3 He atoms are also attracted to dislocations, but
the binding energy is only about 0.7 K [30] so the 3 He
impurities will still move to the liquid at low temperatures.
Vycor has a large internal pore surface, but because of the
smaller zero-point energy of 4 He atoms, this silica surface
is dominantly occupied by 4 He [31] and so does not affect
x3 significantly. The solid-liquid (S-L) interface is more
important because it is known that 3 He atoms are strongly
attracted to it, with a binding energy ESL even larger than in
liquid 4 He. However, measurements of ESL are indirect,
with values between −2 and −10 K inferred from experiments and calculations [32–35]. Since solid 4 He does not
wet silica [36,37], the S-L interfaces may extend beyond
the pores and cover the Vycor ends. The interface area
could be smaller than the geometric area of the Vycor ends
(if the interface is confined to the pores) or larger (because
the Vycor surfaces are rough).
We calculate the equilibrium 3 He concentrations using
the fractions of atomic sites for each environment [21]
and the relative energies for 3 He atoms, which we take as
ES ¼ 0 K in solid 4 He, Edis ¼ −0.7 K on dislocations, and
EL ¼ −1.36 K in the liquid in the Vycor. For the S-L
interface, we use the geometric area of the Vycor ends and
an energy ESL ¼ −2.5 K, which gives behavior consistent
with the x3 dependence of T d , as described below. Figure 4
shows the results for a typical dislocation density
Λ ¼ 106 =cm2 . For an overall 3 He concentration of
120 ppb, the concentrations in the solid x3S and on the
dislocations x3dis both decrease as temperature is lowered.
In the liquid, x3L first increases and then becomes constant
at low temperature, as expected. The only location where
3 He accumulates at low temperature is the S-L interface.
Figure 4 also shows x3SL for the other isotopic purity
samples. For the 1 ppb 3 He sample, there is not enough 3 He
in the cell to cover the S-L interfaces and x3SL saturates at a
submonolayer coverage around 60 mK. For the other three
samples, more than one 3 He layer can form at the
interfaces. The 3 He coverage reaches one monolayer
(x3SL ¼ 1) at higher temperature for higher x3 : 80, 140,
and 180 mK for the 120 ppb, 20 ppm, and 200 ppm
samples, respectively. These temperatures are close to the
T d we observed. If we had chosen a larger (smaller)
magnitude for ESL, the values of T d would have been
higher (lower). There is evidence that 3 He trapped on
dislocations is slow to unbind (>7 hours [38]) and to
equilibrate with the liquid [39], but the ∼17% of the 3 He
initially in the liquid would still accumulate on the S-L
interfaces much more quickly. Without 3 He migrating from
solid, the coverages and the temperatures at which a 3 Herich layer forms would be lower, but 3 He would still form a
layer with at least ∼17% of the concentrations shown in
Fig. 4. The 3 He coverage is also correlated with the
reduction in flow below T d. For the 1 ppb sample, there
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FIG. 4 (color online). Temperature dependence of 3 He concentrations at equilibrium. The solid lines are x3 at the S-L
interfaces for samples with different average concentrations. The
dashed and dotted lines are x3 at different environments in the
120 ppb sample.

is not enough 3 He to cover the S-L interfaces and the flow
decreases only slightly. In the 120 ppb sample, there is
enough for a few monolayers of 3 He and the flow is greatly
reduced, but not eliminated. For higher 3 He concentrations,
there is essentially no flow below T d. This behavior
strongly suggests that the bottleneck for flow is the S-L
interfaces. Given the insolubility of 4 He atoms in liquid
3
He, it seems plausible that a 3 He coverage of order one
monolayer creates a barrier to mass transport of 4 He across
the interfaces.
The fact that the equilibrium 3 He concentration on
dislocations x3dis decreases at low temperatures argues
against the drop at T d being due to 3 He impurities blocking
flow paths along dislocations. By 100 mK, x3dis is about
2 × 10−9 , far too low to pin dislocations or block flow along
them (a single 3 He bound to a 100 μm long dislocation
corresponds to x3dis ¼ 3 × 10−6 ). The concentration of 3 He
may be larger near intersections of dislocations, where the
binding is expected to be stronger. However, if 3 He remains
trapped in the solid, even 1 ppb would be sufficient to
completely saturate (x3dis ¼ 1) a typical dislocation network of density 106 =cm2 (and much more than sufficient to
saturate their intersections, which have far fewer binding
sites [21]). We would then expect flow along dislocations to
be completely blocked below T d, rather than the small drop
seen in the 1 ppb sample.
In contrast to our experiment, the UM superfluid-solidsuperfluid sandwich does require flow through (or around)
the solid, and their drop in flow at T d was interpreted in
terms of blocking dislocation flow paths. We suggest a
different mechanism for the flow bottleneck, which should
apply to the UM experiments since they also have a large
liquid volume in the Vycor pores and solid-liquid interfaces
at Vycor surfaces. Of course, our interpretation, of a flow
bottleneck due to 3 He accumulating at the solid-liquid
interface rather than on dislocations, does not explain
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the nature of the flow between T d and 600 mK, nor its
temperature and pressure dependence. However, the behavior above T d is remarkably similar in the two sets of
measurements and it would be surprising if completely
different physical mechanisms were involved.
In both experiments, the flow above T d vanished at
temperatures above 600 mK or pressures above 28 bar. This
could indicate that a layer of superfluid 4 He at the S-L
interface is required for flow. Since solid 4 He does not wet
silica, at coexistence a liquid layer may cover the Vycor
surface. The onset of flow at 600 mK could reflect a
superfluid transition in such a film. Raising the pressure
would reduce or eliminate the liquid layer at the interface
[40], which could explain why low temperature flow is only
observed below 28 bar.
In conclusion, we observed mass flow through a solidsuperfluid-solid junction when pressure is applied by
mechanically squeezing the solid 4 He at one end. This
flow occurs when T < 600 mK, reaches a maximum at
∼100 mK, and sharply decreases till a temperature T d . T d
ranges from 30 to 140 mK when the average 3 He concentration is varied between 1 ppb and 200 ppm. Calculations
of the 3 He distribution in our sample show that 3 He atoms
accumulate at the solid-liquid interfaces as the temperature
decreases, forming 3 He-rich layers at temperatures comparable to T d . We suggest that the 3 He layers suppress the
transfer of 4 He atoms across the interfaces, creating a
bottleneck to flow.
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EXPERIMENTAL CELL

The cell, shown in Fig. S1, has a cylindrical Vycor rod
(3.7 mm diameter, 18 mm long, 28% porosity) epoxied
into its central copper section. The squeezing chamber
at one end of the Vycor has a flexible BeCu outer wall of
thickness 0.8 mm, with a thicker central button (thickness 3.8 mm, diameter 9.8 mm). A piezoelectric (PZT)
actuator [1] is mounted on the outside of this diaphragm
and firmly secured against the button by a backing piece
of BeCu. This allows us to compress the squeezing
chamber. The detecting chamber at the opposite end
of the Vycor rod is smaller. Its outer wall is a 0.3 mm
thick BeCu diaphragm, part of a Straty-Adams capacitive pressure gauge with a resolution of about 50 µbar.
The total open volume of the cell (319.2 mm3 ) has a large
fraction in the squeezing chamber (248.4 mm3 ); the rest
is in the Vycor pores (54.2 mm3 ) and the pressure detecting chamber (16.6 mm3 ). A thin hole with diameter of
0.7 mm is drilled through the BeCu body on the detecting side, connecting the fill capillary and the detecting
chamber. A 3.7 mm wide cylindrical slot in the central
copper section limits transmission of mechanical stresses
from the piezoelectric actuator through the cell body to
the pressure gauge. The detecting chamber side of the
cell was mounted onto an experimental stage in thermal equilibrium with the mixing chamber of a dilution
fridge. A schematic drawing of the core parts of the cell
is shown in Fig. S1 and the dimensions for the squeezing and detecting chambers, the Vycor channel, and the
compression button are listed in Table S1.

TABLE S1. Dimensions of the flow cell components.
Component

diameter height
Volume
[mm]
[mm]
[mm3 ]
squeezing chamber 25.15
0.5
248.4
Vycor
3.7
18 54.2 (pore volume)
detecting chamber
6.5
0.5
16.6
compression button
9.8
3.8
-

FIG. S1. The core parts of the experimental cell.

CRYSTAL GROWTH

Crystals were grown using the blocked capillary
method. For a typical sample, the cell was filled around
2.8 K, to an initial pressure of ∼ 63 bar, via the capillary
to the detecting chamber. Viscosity limits the flow of the
normal fluid through the Vycor (which has a very small
permeability, about 5×10−20 m2 [2]), so it was necessary
to wait for a period of time to ensure that the density in
the squeezing chamber was high enough to completely
freeze (the time constant for the two filled chambers to
come to a pressure equilibrium was about ∼4 hours, but
it was not necessary to wait until both chambers were
completely equilibrated). When the cell was cooled, the
capillary blocked and the helium in the detecting chamber began to freeze around 2.6 K. The measured pressure,
shown in Fig. S2, then followed the bulk melting curve
(black solid line in the phase diagram) until helium in the
detecting chamber was completely frozen around 2.0 K,
at a pressure of about 37 bar. At this point the density
of solid 4 He in the detecting chamber was close to that of
the 63 bar liquid at the start, confirming the large flow
impedance of the Vycor channel. At around 1.6 K, the
liquid in the Vycor pores, which was at a lower pressure
than the detecting chamber, became superfluid (the gray
dotted line is the approximate lambda line in Vycor as
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FIG. S2. Paths of sample growth. The sample drawn with
blue solid line showed flow below 600 mK while those drawn
with red and green dashed lines did not show flow. The black
solid lines mark the phase diagram of bulk 4 He.

measured by previous ultrasound experiments [3]). Helium in the detecting chamber then moved to the Vycor
and the squeezing chamber so the measured pressure (in
the detecting chamber) dropped quickly until the pressures were equilibrated. If the initial pressure and the
waiting time were correctly chosen, the final pressure was
above the bulk melting curve (25.4 bar) and the helium
in both chambers was completely solid. We grew crystals
with final pressures ranging from 25.4 bar (green dashed
curve; on the coexistence line, so some liquid remained
in the chambers) up to 33.1 bar (red dashed curve). This
is below the minimum pressure (around 35 bar) required
to freeze the helium confined in Vycor (the gray dashed
line in Fig. S2 is the 4 He freezing curve in Vycor) so
the helium remained liquid in the Vycor and formed a
superfluid channel connecting the two chambers.

used to calibrate the diaphragm displacement since the
capillary is not blocked and liquid is forced out of the cell
by the compression. Flow in the capillary is also responsible for the pressure fluctuations in Figs. S3 (a) and (b).
However, we can calibrate the displacement using solid
helium, at higher temperature where thermally activated
vacancy diffusion ensures pressure equilibrium throughout the cell. Figure S3(d) shows the response to a 150 V
squeeze for a solid at a pressure of 26.9 bar and a temperature of 1.45 K. The pressure change is larger in the solid
(100 mbar, vs. 32 mbar for the same squeeze with liquid
in the cell, as shown in Figs. S3 (a) and (b)) since the
capillary is blocked and helium cannot leave the cell. At
this temperature and pressure, equilibrium is established
rapidly, within 2 minutes. The response becomes slower
as the temperature decreases. At 760 mK, only about
10% of the pressure change had occurred after 15 hours,
as shown in Fig. S3 (c). The response is also slow for
samples with higher pressures and melting temperatures,
e.g. for a 32 bar sample at 1.5 K, the pressure change
took more than 1.5 hours to saturate.
No pressure increase was seen when we squeezed a
33.1 bar sample at low temperature (below 600 mK).
There was a very small, but negative, apparent pressure
change (about 100 µbar, comparable to the resolution of
our pressure gauge). We saw a similar apparent negative pressure change when we squeezed a partially frozen
sample, where no real pressure change is expected since
compression just freezes some of the liquid but does not
change the coexistence pressure in the squeezing chamber. This artefact is presumably due to a small mechanical deformation of the cell, although we designed our cell
to minimize transmission of forces from the actuator to
the pressure detecting side.
The displacement of the diaphragm is not uniform.

liquid sample
25.25

25.25

(a)

CALIBRATION OF DIAPHRAGM
DISPLACEMENT

To calibrate the diaphragm displacement, we measured
the pressure increase when a voltage of 150 V was applied to the piezoelectric actuator. Figs. S3 (a) and (b)
show the pressure response at 30 and 600 mK, for a sample with a pressure of 25.2 bar. This is just below the
melting curve, so all the helium in the cell and fill capillary is liquid. The pressure in the detecting chamber
responds almost immediately; equilibrium is established
within 10 seconds, the measurement time of our pressure gauge. This confirms that superflow through the
Vycor is rapid and does not restrict the flow in our measurements with solid, where the observed flows are much
smaller. Unfortunately, these measurements cannot be
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FIG. S3. (a)(b) Pressure response of liquid sample of 25.2 bar
at 30 and 600 mK. (c)(d) Pressure response of solid sample
of 26.9 bar at 760 mK and 1.45 K.
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Since the diameter of the diaphragm is much larger than
its thickness, we can make a reasonable approximation
that the displacement is constant over the area of the
thick compression button, and a linear function of radius outside, decreasing to zero at the edge of the chamber, i.e. ∆ds (r) = ∆ds0 for r < 4.9 mm and ∆ds (r) =
(1.634 − 0.13r)∆ds0 for 4.9 mm < r < 12.57 mm. With
this approximation, the volume change is ∆V = 255∆ds0
mm3 with ∆ds0 in unit of mm. Given the bulk moduli
of solid and liquid Ks = 255 bar [4], Kl = 217 bar [5], we
have
∆P
∆nl
=
nl
Kl

(1)

for the liquid part and
(ns − ∆nl )/(Vs − ∆V )
∆P
−1=
ns /Vs
Ks

(2)

for the solid part, where n, V , K are quantity of atoms,
volume and bulk modulus of solid (with subscript s)
and liquid (with subscript l), respectively. ∆nl is the
quantity of helium that transforms from solid to liquid
when the squeeze is applied. ∆P = 100 mbar is the observed pressure increase. By solving Eq. (1) and (2),
∆V = 0.127 mm3 , which gives a displacement of the
central diaphragm ∆ds0 = 0.5 µm for a 150 V squeeze.

solid and liquid helium are ns = 1.28 × 10−2 mol and
nl = 2.43 × 10−3 mol, respectively. Assuming the dislocation density of solid helium is Λ = 106 /cm2 and that
the separation of neighboring binding sites on dislocation equals to the lattice constant in the basal plane,
a = 3.53 Å, the number of atomic sites on dislocations
ΛVs
= 1.24 × 10−11 mol, where NA is Avois ndis = aN
A
gadro constant. We use the geometric area of the Vycor ends (S = 21.5 mm3 ) to calculate the binding sites
on solid-liquid interfaces, nsl . For an areal density of
0.11 atom/Å2 , nsl = 3.93 × 10−10 mol. To estimate the
number of dislocation nodes (intersections), we assume
a rectangular dislocation network (ΛL2N = 3), with the
same dislocation density Λ = 106 /cm2 , giving a dislocation length between nodes LN = 17 µm. With one node
per volume LN 3 , this gives a density of nodes (intersections) ρN = 2 × 108 /cm3 and a total number of nodes
nnode = 8.80 × 10−17 mol. For a 3 He concentration of 1
ppb (120 ppb), the total amount of 3 He in the cell is 1.5
× 10−11 mol (1.8 × 10−9 mol). Even for the 1 ppb concentration, this is orders of magnitude larger than nnode
so the small amount of 3 He bound to nodes would not
affect the 3 He concentrations in other locations and we
do not include it in our calculations.
TABLE S2. Summary of volume (V ), quantity of binding sites
(n) and binding energy of 3 He (E) in different environments
within sample.
V
[mm3 ]
solid
265
liquid
54.2
dislocation
Vycor ends
dislocation nodes
-

PRESSURE GRADIENT AND PLASTIC FLOW
WITHIN THE SOLID

Vacancy diffusion disappears for T < 700 mK. However, since the compression is inhomogeneous, if a large
enough compression were applied, the stress at the chamber walls would exceed helium’s critical shear stress σc
(∼40 mbar at low temperature [6]). The solid would
then plastically flow outward toward the less compressed
region of the chamber. In our thin disc-like squeezing
chamber, with diameter φs (25.15 mm) and thickness
ds (0.5 mm), this requires a radial pressure difference
φs
≈ 2 bar. Our maximum 0.5 µm compres∆Pc = σc ∆d
s0
sion increased the pressure at the center of the diaphragm
s0
by ∆P = ∆d
ds Ks = 255 mbar. This is well below the critical pressure for plastic flow, so the uniaxial compression
of the solid helium will remain, unless helium adjacent to
the Vycor surface moves across the solid-liquid interface
into the Vycor.
3

HE DISTRIBUTION

As shown in Table S1, the total volume of solid helium is 265 mm3 and that of liquid is 54.2 mm3 . Taking
the molar volume of solid helium as 20.7 cm3 /mol and
that of liquid helium as 22.3 cm3 /mol, the quantities of

n
[mol]
1.28 × 10−2
2.43 × 10−3
1.24 × 10−11
3.93 × 10−10
8.80 × 10−17

E
[K]
0
-1.36
-0.7
-2.5
-

3

He obeys a Boltzman distribution because it is in the
dilute regime. The fraction of 3 He in each environment
is given by
nj e−Ej /T
fj (T ) = P
−Ek /T
k nk e

(3)

where the subscripts j, k = s, l, dis, sl represent solid, liquid, dislocation, and solid-liquid interface, respectively.
The local 3 He concentration at each environment is given
by
x3j (T ) = x3

X


nk fj (T )/nj

(4)

k

where x3 is the overall 3 He concentration. The parameters for the calculation are listed in Table S2. The temperature dependence of the equilibrium 3 He concentra-

4
tions in different environments shown in Fig. 4 in the
Letter is calculated based on Eqs. (3) and (4).
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